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This partially-complete DRAFT document is forwarded while still missing the most critical parts (the actual design
concepts) because they have to occur last in the process of developing this report. It is also missing a few other
parts such as but not limited to completion of a review of precedents and a real estate overview, that are still to be
completed. The reader is cautioned that this DRAFT will be modified and completed, so should not be taken as
final at this issue.
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Mobility Ottawa-Outaouais: Systems & Enterprises Inc. (or "MOOSE" for short) is a proposed Metropolitan-scale
passenger rail service connecting the Ontario and Québec sides of the Greater National Capital Region - to move
people affordably and sustainably.
As a consortium, several private-sector businesses are working together in an effort to fast-track this
transportation system, utilizing existing railway infrastructure and a Property-Powered Rail® Open Market
Development finance model. Development and operation of this railway service is proposed to be solely by
private-sector financing. The intention is that MOOSE Rail will link with dozens of already-established public and
private transportation services and networks, synergize with cycling facilities, the STO in Gatineau, the new LRT
and OCTranspo in Ottawa, and other transport modes, to generally improve mobility within the Region, and
reduce regional transport carbon footprint.
The proposed rail lines radiate out from Ottawa/Gatineau to six semi-rural towns of the Greater National Capital
Region including Smiths Falls, Arnprior and Alexandria in Ontario, and in Québec, service will go to Montebello,
and later to La Pêche (Wakefield) upon completion of track repairs, and to Bristol, after rebuilding that line.
This document is a broad preliminary architectural and urban design review of the parameters involved with
building stations and general expectations for adjacent property development at the station stops, called “Linked
Localities”. It’s main objective is to lay down principles and broadscope guidance, as part of a greater Pre-feasibility
Study now under way. Part “A” (this document) focusses on preliminary development concept review of the Linked
Localities while Part “B” (under separate cover) addresses preliminary development concept review of the
anticipated MOOSE Rail Train Stations expected at 35 approximately localities.

[1] MOOSE service map
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This section discusses a preliminary analysis of the proposed rail system (to build-out of the approximately 400 km
of reused rail lines), as it would relate to development areas at linked localities; and an introduction to a typical
station site(s) context, district needs and program within the assumed 2 square kilometer catchment area (i.e.
within easy walking distance of train access – approximately 0.8 km radius out from the station location).

[2] MOOSE service area and rail lanes. The blue lines are the Ottawa, Gatineau and Rideau rivers.

i. Physical Infrastructure, Rail System:
The MOOSE Rail concept is to reuse existing rail lines through Canada Transportation Act reintroductions of
service, and rehabilitating approximately 400 km of existing fallow lines within the greater National Capital Region
(NCR). Related and peripheral infrastructure such as repair yards, maintenance sheds, switching stations, power
facilities, safety facilities, passenger stations and other operating necessities will also be incorporated.
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ii. Business Model:
The Property-Powered© Railway Open Market Development Model has a dual purpose. Return on Investment
Optimization in Real Property: For owners, investors and developers of strategically located commercial and
residential property, adding efficient affordable railway transit linkage to the whole region is a way to increase net
income and realized asset value within easy walking distance of stations. The plan is to also create a network of
“Linked Localities” through the entire Greater National Capital Region with an “open market development” and
operation of attractive, safe, efficient and affordable metropolitan passenger railway systems and enterprises.
iii. Metropolitan Transit Systems and Services:
For transit stakeholders, the concept is one of a self-financing development strategy for a metropolitan-scale
passenger railway system, with no dependence upon new public debt or taxes. Public interest benefits (such as low
fares, reliable non-auto transport service, and environmental sustainability) are advantages that would be financed
through the business of optimizing real property value near the stations. Trains will service each participating
autonomous locality in exchange for a monthly fee based upon a simple formula that makes use of independent
empirical data on the property market effects of that railway access. This “train stopping fee” is calculated as a
proportion of the measured uplift in realized property revenues (marginal increase in leases, rents) and capital
gains (marginal increase in sales closed in the period).
The companies of the MOOSE Consortium have initiated business and financial preparations to submit a “Federal
Land Use Application”, and an application for a federal “Certificate of Fitness” to develop and operate commercial
passenger rail services, to carry out the repairs and upgrades required to the various railway works including the
1
interprovincial Prince of Wales Bridge across the Ottawa River.

The proposed MOOSE system currently anticipates approximately 35 stations, growing to perhaps 50 stations as it
matures, over the 400 km total lines.
i. Two Distinct Elements
While “metropolitan” in scale, it really comprises two distinct elements, what we will term urban and rural:


An Urban Component that links with various other transportation modes and infrastructure in the cities of
Ottawa and Gatineau, including both core area and suburban localities:

These localities {insert content here}


A Rural Component that is really a simple linear line, with automobile networking out from each station,
in both rural and town settings:

These localities {insert content here}
ii. Mobility and Economics
The MOOSE project is one that addresses mobility of people in ex-urban areas of the National Capital Region. This
includes, but is not exclusive to, employment commuting. It also involves social and leisure commuting. For
example, a couple in Smiths Falls would like to enjoy an evening of culture and dinner in downtown Ottawa but
1

This is further explained at: http://www.letsgomoose.ca/business-model/#sthash.ftejdf6a.dpuf
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have a problem doing so because of the prohibitive drive back home of an hour in the dark, after a long day and a
bottle of wine. Another example are two people living within the urban shadow of Ottawa/Gatineau, but 90
minutes apart by automobile (and more at commuter times). They are planning a start-up business and need facetime meetings to launch their ideas. One does not drive and the other is dependent upon a spouse’s employment
use of the family car. How do they build their business?
But employment commuting may be the single biggest factor relating to the need for MOOSE and the benefits to
regional economic development. In fact, commuting problems highlight a central theme for many low-income
people trying to build a better life:
“A lack of reliable and efficient transportation is often a huge barrier. In a large, continuing study of
upward mobility based at Harvard, commuting time has emerged as the single strongest factor in the odds
of escaping poverty. The longer an average commute in a given county, the worse the chances of lowincome families there (have of) moving up the ladder.
The relationship between transportation and social mobility is stronger than that between mobility and
several other factors, like crime, elementary-school test scores or the percentage of two-parent families in
a community, said Nathaniel Hendren, a Harvard economist and one of the researchers on the study.
A separate report focusing on New York, from New York University’s Rudin Center for Transportation,
came to a similar conclusion. The study compared neighborhoods by accessibility to mass transit and the
number of jobs within an hour’s commute. It found that residents of the areas least well served by mass
transit relied on personal vehicles. Areas in the middle third - those with some, but insufficient, access to
2
transportation - had the highest rates of unemployment and the lowest incomes, the study found”.
Therefore in the background context of development of MOOSE’s Linked Localities is the understanding of the
economic importance that mobility and the station facility have to these communities.
iii. Unique Character and Place-making Objectives: Developing Appropriate Communities
Providing affordable, sustainable mobility is one way to help improve communities. Great communities, large and
small, are nurtured into greatness. Like gardens, they are products of intention, thoughtful design, reasoned
innovation and the evolution of time. They are drawn from the lessons of landscape and culture.
Developing new Linked Localities is an opportunity to listen to and learn from context, to nurture inherent
character, and to enable healthy, resilient growth in collaboration with their communities, residents and
stakeholders.
Real communities are not just about real estate transactions, they are about people. “Real communities are
incubators for the spread of ideas and for fostering relationships of shared interest. To design soul-satisfying, high
performance places tailored to the needs of those who inhabit them, we must first know the priorities, needs and
3
wishes of those who inhabit them, and then ensure we are providing for the sharing of ideas and interests”.

2
3

From “Importance of Place: Transportation Emerges as Crucial to Escaping Poverty” May 7, 2015 by Mikayla Bouchard
This paragraph owes much to the Placemakers website: https://www.facebook.com/PlaceMakersLLC/info?tab=page_info
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Clearly, the MOOSE project intends to take a range of those needs and wishes, centered on mobility, and
undertake positive action to meet those needs while respecting existing systems and scenarios, long term
economics and sustainability, and the realities of urban shadow and urban fringe places. At the same time,
planning for focused growth and development around these new train stations must be a conscious act of placemaking that springs deliberately from the local context, and a clear understanding of the character of the existing
community, its larger goals and objectives, and the views of its inhabitants and stakeholders.
For this reason, while this and future documents can provide general objectives, guidelines and best practices, in
reality each individual Linked Locality will have a unique development plan that best capitalizes on its singular local
characteristics.

This section provides a general overview of zoning and planning frameworks and real estate context in the areas of
the proposed MOOSE Rail line in Eastern Ontario.

[3] Placeholder map

Each Municipality within the MOOSE catchment area generally has their own zoning and planning bylaws and
regulations, with some fundamental elements being province-wide. The Eastern Ontario municipalities within this
area include:

Arnprior

Arnprior

Casselman

Casselman

North Glengary

Maxville

North Glengary

Alexandria

Ottawa

Fitzroy Harbour
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Ottawa

Kinburn

Ottawa

March

Ottawa

Terry Fox

Ottawa

Bells Corner

Ottawa

Merrivale

Ottawa

Heron (Greenboro)

Ottawa

Carleton

Ottawa

Bayview

Ottawa

Barrhaven

Ottawa

Richmond

Ottawa

Tremblay

Ottawa

Navan

Ottawa

Vars

Smiths Falls

Smiths Falls

The Nation or Russell

Limoges

The Western Quebec municipalities within this area include:

Gatineau

Gatineau

UQO/Taché

Gatineau

Gatineau

Lac Leamy

Gatineau

Gatineau

Freeman

Gatineau

Gatineau

Gréber

Gatineau

Gatineau

Lorrain

Gatineau

Gatineau

Masson

Papineau

Thurso

Thurso

Papineau

Plaisance

Plaisance

Papineau

Papineauville

Papineauville

Papineau

Montebello

Montebello

Collines-de-l'Outaouais

Chelsea

Chelsea

Collines-de-l'Outaouais

La Pêche (Wakefield)

Farm Point

Collines-de-l'Outaouais

La Pêche (Wakefield)

Wakefield

Pontiac

Bristol

Quyon

Pontiac

Norway Bay

Bristol
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It is important to note that the exact locations for the station stops in these municipalities has not yet been
selected; in fact, one of the guiding principles of development is that the local communities will participate in the
final selection of these locations, with fairness factors and non-partisan processes forming the basis of these
decision-making exercises. Therefore what follows are pre-feasibility level, broad considerations with respect to
land-use planning and zoning, as the current by-laws will need to be adapted. It is assumed all station locations
developed will be those that can support, either currently or through reasonable zoning evolution, through a type
of Transit-Oriented Development (TOD). Locations shown on the current key map are subject to change
accordingly.
The following is a general summary of key zoning and planning considerations in these municipalities, as it may
apply to the proposal for a new station stop on the rail corridor in these municipalities, and to the proposal to
adapt the zoning and planning regulations to accept an intensifying of development on the lands within 0.8 km
from the eventually-designated station stop location:
i.


Ontario:
Arnprior: The City of Arnprior doesn't have any specific provisions for transit-oriented development in its
latest official plan, but does include some guiding principles which are likely to have an impact on railrelated development and intensification. Intensification is meant to increase housing availability and
affordability without negatively impacting the inherent character of the concerned neighbourhoods in a
major way; a possible solution mentioned is that of accessory dwelling units (also called coach houses or
granny flats) behind or attached to existing buildings. New development is meant to be contiguous with
the existing streets (where possible) and to be in keeping with the character of the town, including the
possibility of including minor commercial uses (described as services for the residents in the immediate
vicinity such as small stores and daycares) without any zoning changes. In both cases, the appropriate
parking, water and transportation infrastructure must be present before development can take place.



Smiths Falls: Like Arnprior, Smiths Falls aspires to have development which is contiguous with the
surrounding neighbourhoods. However, the official plan is much more bullish on medium-density
development and intensification, especially within the targeted growth areas which are conveniently
located along the railways on either side of the town; in these areas, development of mixed-use buildings
of up to 6 storeys is encouraged along with densities of between 50 and 142 residents/ha. As such, Smiths
Falls official plan indicates a high level of interest for urban or semi-urban development around potential
station sites. Indeed, Smiths Falls’ Council has already indicated strong interest in MOOSE.



Casselman: Casselman's official plan mentions some goals for intensification: 5% of the annual growth is
to take place in the built-up areas of the village as opposed to greenfield development, though the latter
is expected to be overwhelmingly single-family dwellings. Though development of up to 6 storeys is
permitted within Casselman, there are no specific provisions as to where or how such development
should take place, aside from ensuring the presence of municipal infrastructure (roads and water,
notably) proper setbacks from existing, lower-density areas.



North Glengary: North Glengary doesn't have any specific provisions for large-scaled development or
transit-oriented development in its current Official Plan.
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-

-
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-


-

-

-

-

-

Ottawa - Village Station Locations:
Richmond: As the railway passes through areas identified as floodplains, there is little buildable land
surrounding it in Richmond. Of that buildable land, a large part is zoned industrial to the SE of the railway
and only a small area is zoned residential. The latter allows for one- and two-unit dwellings of up to 3.5
storeys and which are in keeping with the existing fabric of the village in terms of street grid and style.
Ftizroy Harbour: The buildable land is located to the north of the railway; Although not immediately
adjacent, a large portion of those lands are within a walking distance of the line (800m or less). They also
have the advantage of all being zoned residential, which permits one- and two-unit dwellings.
Kinburn: the buildable lands are located to the east of the railway and allow for one- and two-dwelling
residential development as well as some small portions of “Village Core” zoning, which allows for mixeduse development of up to 4 storeys.
Vars: The village plan allows for a relatively generous allocation of developable and residential-zoned
lands on both sides of the railway on the western side of the existing village; these areas allow for singleand double-unit dwellings of up to three stories.
Carp: The Carp Community Design Plan has set aside some lands immediately adjacent to the existing
town centre for a future train station in keeping with its stated goal of maintaining the central role of the
village core. However, there is little developable land surrounding the station site outside of infill
opportunities; The greenfield sites which have been zoned for development are situated to the north and
the south of the town centre and would allow for single/double-unit dwellings and multi-unit dwellings
respectively.
Ottawa - Urban Station Locations:
Terry Fox: The buildable lands surrounding this station are currently zoned as “Business Park Industrial”,
allowing for a wide range of non-residential and non-retail uses. It should however be noted that a
possible Terry Fox station on the Arnprior line would be much better-situated for new development; that
location is situated between areas zoned for residential development “ranging from detached to
townhouse” of up to 3 storeys.
Bells Corners: This station location is situated between the greenbelt to the north and areas zoned as an
industrial park to the south. Under the current zoning, as the industrial park is not completely built up,
there is the potential for development if and when the zoning permits it.
Merivale: Currently, this station is located between light industrial zones to the south and east, and a
large “minor institutional zone” to the north-west. However, there is a high potential for development if
and when the zoning changes as the surrounding lands remain largely undeveloped.
Barrhaven: The current VIA station located at Fallowfield is currently zoned for transportation use, which
precludes real estate development on the site. However, a more appropriate station location might be
beside the current Longfields Transitway station; to the south of it, there are a number of developable
lots which have been zoned both residential (up to four storeys) and mixed-use, which allows for higher
densities and more uses.
{“Greensboro”, I assume, is at the current Confederation Station on the O-Train Line, not Greenboro since
the latter is not at the intersection of the two rail lanes.}
Greenboro/Confederation: The station at the intersection of the four rail lines would be located in an
area currently zoned for parkland and open space. However, further north of Heron Rd. on either the
former CP lines (current O-Train) or the VIA railway, is zoned as a mixed-use centre: this allows for highdensity development ranging from residential to retail to institutional as well as a pedestrian-oriented
environment
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Carleton: This station is located in the heart of the Carleton University campus and is zoned institutional.
The development which can occur in this area must be negotiated with the university itself. The plan must
also harmonize with the O-Train line and it’s Carleton Station.
Bayview: The lands immediately adjacent to this station are already set to undergo extensive
redevelopment with high-rise and mixed-use projects such as the redeveloped LeBreton Flats and 900
Albert Street. The Bayview Station Secondary Plan aims to develop a high-density urban district with
active retail frontages and building heights of up to 30 storeys (although four 55-storey towers are
currently under consideration) with a heavy emphasis on transit and pedestrians.
Together with the City Centre and Innovation Centre developments near Bayview, this will be an ideal
location for a MOOSE Station and a harmonized cross-over to the LRT line at or near the planned Bayview
LRT Station.
Tremblay: The areas surrounding the train station have been identified as transit-oriented development;
mixed-use development of up to 30-storeys has been zoned largely to the south of the rail station along
Terminal Ave.
Russell/The Nation: The majority of Limoges is located in the municipality of La Nation however, the
western portion of the community is located within Russell Township. Russell Township’s official plan
promotes multi-modal transit for both commuters and infrequent users. Since La Nation does not have an
Official Plan, the municipality follows the Official Plan of Prescott-Russell United Counties. This document
also supports improving transit as part of the County’s energy conservation, air quality and climate
change strategy.

ii. Quebec:
Municipalities in Quebec are separated into two levels of government:
The regional municipality, MRC, encompasses several local municipalities and establishes the overarching
policies and orientations (except for Gatineau, which combines the responsibilities of both a local
municipality and an MRC). Key aspects such as the Aire d’urbanisation (the zones in which nonagricultural development may occur) and natural disaster risk zones are determined by the MRC in its
Schéma d’Aménagement et de Développement (SAD). Although it may be altered, the process is often
difficult, costly and unsuccessful. However, the SAD is reviewed every five years in most MRCs, at which
point MOOSE’s proposal could be integrated into the document to help allow or require development and
higher densities around potential station sites.
The local municipalities establish their own Plan d’urbanisme, a more detailed plan of local planning
policies which helps to inform the zoning bylaws. It also serves as the basis for bylaw exemptions for
elements such as density, building height or building use (unless it contravenes the SAD).
 Gatineau
Gatineau's Schéma d'urbanisme has several provisions for transit-oriented development; Within 700m of a
rapid transit station, a minimum density of 40 units/ha. (60 in more urban areas) must be planned, as well as
permeable street grid in order to facilitate pedestrian and cycling access to the station. That development can
take place within the Aire d'urbanisation. For the purposes of rail-based development, it should be noted that
the buildable area does not include the agricultural lands situated between the Gatineau Airport and Angers,
nor does it cover areas past Masson.
This fits well with MOOSE’s proposed station locations (Gréber, Lorrain, Masson, UQO-Taché, Lac Leamy and
Freeman). With the exception of Freeman and Masson, all of these station sites have already been zoned for
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higher densities and lower parking requirements as a result of the Rapibus, Gatineau’s rapid transit system of
independent busways.
Station Locations:
Taché-UQO: This station is ideally situated for development, as a strategic transit link with the buses (and
potential western rapid transit) along Taché, and the Rapibus station. Located near the UQO campus, a
low-density neighbourhood, NCC greenspace, and a municipal park to the north, further study is needed
to pinpoint the exact opportune location that would offer appropriate zoning.
Lac Leamy: This station could be located somewhere along the railway near the Lac Leamy Casino. The
area is currently zoned récréotouristique (hotels, casinos and leisure) and light industrial business park.
There are currently two areas zoned for mixed-use development: one is just south of the Casino to the
west of the railway, the other is north of Lac Leamy to the east of the railway. Both areas can
accommodate a variety of residential and commercial uses and up to 20 storeys, in keeping with the TOD
goal of 100 dwellings/ha. for this station.
Gréber: Assuming this station is located beside the existing Les Promenades Rapibus station, the
surrounding lots are overwhelmingly commercial. However, in keeping with the City’s TOD goals (80
units/ha for this station), it may be possible to negotiate development with the surrounding shopping
centres on the spacious parking lots which surround them.
Lorrain: The buildable lands around this station are zoned for low densities with detached and semidetached dwellings of up to 2 storeys. However, to the west of the station, there is a sizeable zone of lowto medium-density development which allows for detached, semi-detached and multi-unit dwellings of up
to 6 storeys.
Masson: This station is located in a low-density area which has largely been built up. Further review
required
Freeman: This station is located between a commercial area to the east and a residential zone to the
west. The latter allows for detached and semi-detached as well as townhouse dwellings. Though the area
is already built-up, there is the potential for some infill. If the zoning changes in the industrial zone, there
are some opportunities for development there, thanks to the empty lots in that zone.
 Papineau, Montebello, Thurso:
The Papineau MRC (which includes the municipalities from Thurso to Montebello) does not have any detailed
provisions for transit or large-scale development. However, any development which does occur must take
place inside the urbanization perimeter which is tightly concentrated around the existing towns along the
railway. Special attention should be paid to the effects of new development on the existing retail scene; the
vitality of the main streets is an area of specific concern in the Schéma d'Aménagement. Agricultural lands will
also play a role location a station for this Linked Locality.
Station Locations:
Plaisance : The municipality has established a maximum density of 8 units per building or 85 dwellings/ha.
That said, the Plan d’Urbanisme states that it will prioritize single-family dwellings and that it expects to
maintain a density closer to 35 dwellings/ha. However, this might change with the recently installed
wastewater system which allows for a higher density of construction. The Aire d’urbanisation in which this
construction may take place is situated to the south of the railway track, which presents a significant limit
on any MOOSE-related real estate development.
Papineauville: Papineauville does not have any specific provisions for transit-oriented development other
than to express an interest in the tourism potential of the now-cancelled Gatineau-Montebello steam
train. That said, there is a potential for such a development considering the presence of a municipal water
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treatment plant as well as two large residential-zoned (albeit low-density) undeveloped parcels adjacent
to the railway.
 MRC Des Collines de l'Outaouais:
MRC Des Collines de l'Outaouais, which includes both Chelsea and Wakefield, has outlined several goals for
new development in its latest Schéma d'Aménagement such as limiting sprawling development and
maintaining the role of the existing villages as the central nodes of activity. Though the MRC aims to have a
higher use of public transportation, the document acknowledges that the low density and long distances
within the territory make it difficult. As such, there are no specific provisions for ToD. Development may occur
in the areas outlined in the urbanization perimeter surrounding the various villages (Wakefield and Chelsea
being the only ones near a railway), as long as the proper water infrastructure can be installed. In general,
there has been increasing pressure in recent years to develop land for residential that has until now been met
mostly with small-scale developments and singles. The community has been very cautious with any
development that may fundamentally change its character, which is why form-based development that
emphasises green attributes and transit/walking/cycling over auto-dominance, may work well in this
community going forward.
Station Locations:
Wakefield: In Wakefield, there are two areas zoned for future development along the railway, to the
south and the north of the village. As Wakefield does not currently have municipal water or sewer
infrastructure, any higher-density development will have to include its own private infrastructure, as was
done in the Havre Wakefield project. If the condition of proper sewage and water infrastructure is met,
denser development is permitted, ranging from single family houses to buildings with 5-6 units and, in
some areas, 7 and more units. All in all, the municipality estimates that between 180 and 255 units could
be built to the south and 195 to 225 could be built in and to the north of Wakefield.
Chelsea: Chelsea faces some of the same issues concerning the lack of municipal water infrastructure,
thereby limiting future development to single-family housing on large lots. However, the goals outlined in
the Plan Particulier d’Urbanisme (PPU) also aim for a higher density of activities (residential, tourism and
commercial) on smaller lots in the two village centres (Old Chelsea and Old Chelsea Road at the 105, the
latter being situated along the railway). One large parcel of developable land situated along the rail line is
specifically mentioned as a possible site for a proposed development – Chelsea Train Station – which
would include enough density to both warrant and require water treatment infrastructure. Although the
status of the development is unclear, the construction of municipal water infrastructure was started in
July of 2015, serving areas along Old Chelsea Road from the railway to Old Chelsea. The regulatory
framework has not yet been updated to reflect this change, but the PPU hints that the new infrastructure
could allow for a much greater density in the areas which have been zoned for development.
 MRC Pontiac, Bristol, Quyon:
The Pontiac MRC includes the stops of Bristol and Quyon. As a rural county, it faces many of the same
challenges as some of the others outlined in this document: lack of water infrastructure, limited potential for
density but a desire to reinforce its village cores through development. The Pontiac has had to deal with the
issue of economic devitalization and population decline in the past decades and, as such, the Schéma does not
plan for any extensive new development. However, development is possible in both Bristol and Quyon, the
two communities identified as potential stops in MOOSE’s proposal, though the current scale is limited; in
both localities, development is only zoned on the side of the tracks which is already occupied by buildings and
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any new development is restricted by the lack of municipal water infrastructure, requiring large lots and low
density. Further study required.

Again, keeping in mind that:



the exact locations for the station stops in these municipalities has not yet been selected and that the
local communities will participate in the final selection of these locations;
what follows are pre-feasibility level, broad considerations with respect to the commercial and residential
real estate context in these Municipalities;

then the following general summary of real estate context considerations, are as they may apply to the proposal
for a new station stop on the rail corridor in these municipalities, and to the proposal to adapt the zoning and
planning regulations to accept an intensifying of development on the lands within 0.8 km from the station stop
location:
{insert content here}
Refer also to a discussion in the Section below on Planning Process and Urban & Rural Design for Typical Sites, on
using Form-based Codes for the development of neighbourhoods around the stations in the Linked Localities.

{Insert content here}

This section provides a review of best practices for planning process opportunities and constraints and urban &
rural design considerations that may be applied against typical site(s) in the proposed MOOSE Rail system.

Though there are some small variations between Québec municipalities, all cities and towns require some basic
steps in order to proceed with development which hasn't already been approved in the official plan; a request for
a zoning change must be presented to the local municipality and passed by the local council. Additional steps and
permissions will also be required if the development is outside of the urbanized area zoned by the regional
municipality (which requires an amendment to the MRC schéma d'aménagement et de développement), or if it
falls in the protected agricultural lands (which requires an exemption from the provincial CPTAQ and potentially
the Ministry of Environment).

{Insert content here}
It should be noted that even small development projects might be much larger than what is usually experienced in
many of the smaller rural communities which might be affected. That carries with it both many opportunities for
economic development as well as a high potential for public skepticism or opposition. For all and particularly these
development projects, the correct strategy is to aim for more public participation than what is strictly necessary.
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Genuine efforts to understand the dynamics of the existing town as well as the issues which could potentially be
addressed by new development before and during the planning of the project are a must. Then, deep and broad
genuine consultation with the community and stakeholders must be crafted such that the community takes
ownership in these positive enhancements. A local example, Windmill's Zibi project is a recent case of early and
thorough engagement with the public and local community organizations: the developer started the conversation
through public events and private consultations before drafting a proposal, then continued to refine and hone it
through ongoing consultation. The ensuing plan has enjoyed considerable public support and interest despite its
historically controversial and administratively complex site. Though the scale of development at all the Linked
Localities would presumably be much smaller than that proposed for Zibi, many lessons could be learned from the
exercise concerning the idea of "consult early, consult often" when it comes to trying to bring scale changes to
communities.
MOOSE’s development credo should uphold these principles first and foremost. MOOSE is offering an immensely
positive opportunity for these communities to simply reuse their abandoned rail lines and in return get highly
sought-after driving-free transit throughout the Region; as well, through best-practice planning and form-based
codes and community direction, they will receive the opportunity to have incremental, character-supporting,
context-sensitive mixed-use development that suits their particular community. This message will help engage
participants in the process.
Generally, the typical process that development of the lands around most of the proposed station stops would
require all or some of the following:






Stakeholder and public consultation process;
Application for Official Plan Amendment (OPA) and zoning amendments;
Application for development, site plan control, plan of subdivision, etc.;
Application for participation in community design plan;
Application for building permits, including any applicable specific elements such as demolition, heritage,
brownfield remediation, etc.

This list would need to be verified against each location within each Municipality, before a planning statement and
rationale could be developed. Also, as we are proposing “form-based codes” there will be a step in most
Municipalities for reviewing applicability of, and expediting, the form-based code process.

Conventional zoning bylaws tend to separate where we live, work, learn, shop and play - and then prescribe large
roadways to connect them. Large roads tend to work against multi-modal transportation and the diversity of
transport needs of a typically diverse population – young and old, working and retired, students and children,
wealthy and poor. These roads are unfriendly to pedestrians, cyclists, and transit. As a result, North Americans
spend more hours in their cars than anyone on earth, and a large and growing number of communities are seeking
better ways to fulfill their mobility needs and their development directions. Conventional zoning codes are based
primarily on use and density. They have caused systemic problems over the past sixty years by separating uses,
making mixed-use and walkable neighborhoods essentially illegal.
Alternatively, Form-based codes can help curb sprawl and help provide opportunity for a place to grow and evolve
in a more organic and context-sensitive way. Form-based land use guidelines work well with, and reflect, proactive
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locally-driven efforts to improve quality-of-life and become more economically competitive. They tend to be
customized to reflect local context, character and goals by strongly addressing the physical form of building and
development.
Form-based development planning codes and multi-modal transportation are both particularly appropriate to
urban fringe and urban shadow communities (like the population centers to be served by MOOSE Rail) due to their
reliance on access to the large urban centers they lie outside of, their rootedness in their community or heritage
village origins and, in the case of rural locations, their lack of infrastructure and development precedents. Because
the generally-accepted “unit” of urban design is the neighborhood, form-based codes (which are becoming very
popular in cities across North America) have also been applied to as small as 100-person populations and 35 acres.
The collaborative urban design group Placemakers has prepared a “Codes Study” that further explains form-based
codes and provides monitoring and commentary on their applications in municipalities across North America.
Collaborative Google Maps are also part of the Codes Study. More Information in ‘Appendix B’
So, form-based code development is adequate for MOOSE Linked Localities but which type of form-based code is
best? An example of a form-based code that is open source and free is the SmartCode. The SmartCode is a model
form-based unified land development ordinance for planning and urban design that's context-sensitive and
designed to calibrate against towns and cities across the full spectrum, from the most rural to the most urban, and
incorporating a transect of character and intensity within each. The SmartCode was originally developed by
planner-architects Andres Duany, Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk & Company, among the first proponents of “new
urbanism” in North America, but now respected for their work in defining urbanism on broader platforms and in
wider contexts. SmartCode now exists as shareware and typically serves as a foundation from which it is then
customized to address specific municipal goals. It can be leveraged as a tool towards both aspirational (new
development) and conservationist (adaptive reuse of places and buildings) ambitions. It folds zoning, subdivision
regulations, urban design, and optional architectural standards into one ‘compact’ document.
Because the SmartCode enables community vision by coding specific outcomes that are desired in particular
places, it is meant to be locally customized (also known as “calibrated”) by professional planners, architects, and
urbanists. This web-based form code supports these outcomes: community vision, local character, conservation of
open lands, transit options, and walkable and mixed-use neighborhoods. It helps prevent these outcomes:
wasteful sprawl development, automobile-dominated streets, empty Main Streets and downtowns, and a hostile
public realm. It allows different approaches in different areas within the community, unlike a mostly one-size-fitsall conventional zoning code. This gives it unusual political power, as it permits buy-in from stakeholders of diverse
interests and concerns. This is a “must” for a system like MOOSE where new Localities are grown in a diverse array
of rural and urban locations.
A “transect” is usually seen as a continuous cross-section of natural habitats for plants and animals, ranging from
shorelines to wetlands to uplands. The specific transect that the SmartCode uses is based on the human habitat,
ranging from the most rural environments to the most urban environments. This transect is divided into a range of
“Transect Zones,” each with its own complex character. It ensures that a community offers a full diversity, as
appropriate, of building types, thoroughfare types, and civic space types, and that each has appropriate
characteristics for its location. Of paramount importance is a well-designed public realm, from which success of the
private development will spring.
The six T-Zones are: T-1 Natural, T-2 Rural, T-3 Sub-Urban, T-4 General Urban, T-5 Urban Center, and T-6 Urban
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Core.
The Transect is a powerful tool because its standards can be coordinated across many other disciplines and
documents, including ITE (transportation), and LEED (environmental performance). Thus the SmartCode integrates
the design protocols of a variety of specialties, including traffic engineering, public works, town planning,
architecture, landscape architecture, and ecology.
The SmartCode addresses development patterns at three scales of planning (thus it may replace a number of other
documents):
 The Sector (Regional) Scale
 The Community Scale
 The Block and Building Scale
If stronger architectural guidelines are desired, a community may further adopt supplemental regulations or a
“pattern book”.
The MOOSE Linked Localities are very diverse in rural/urban character and size. Because the SmartCode is “fieldtested”, because it is universally accessible, and most of all because it is a form-based code that is easily and
flexibly applied to a range of community types, the SmartCode is the foundational guide for MOOSE Linked Locality
development.

This section provides brief discussion and development of general design guidelines and principles that can be
applied to development opportunities and restrictions throughout the proposed MOOSE system. The section
concludes with an abbreviated summary list of key guidelines/principles. Appendix “A” provides further discussion
of some of these issues as applied to development of the proposed MOOSE Linked Localities.

i.

ii.

The act of preparing for urban and rural development around newly-established commuter rail stations
throughout the greater National Capital Region (or anywhere) is first and foremost an act of “placemaking”. That is because, above all the economic, environmental, technical and transportation issues to
be addressed, the most important element of all is to ensure that this new locality has connectivity,
meaning and context-sensitivity. And, to paraphrase Gertrude Stein, “There needs to be a “there”, there.”
{insert further content and illustrations/diagrams here}
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As discussed in Section 2.4 above, the act of preparing for urban and rural development around newly-established
commuter rail stations throughout the greater National Capital Region (or anywhere) is first and foremost an act of
“place-making”. That is because, above all the economic, environmental, technical and transportation issues to be
addressed, the most important element of all is to ensure that this new locality has connectivity, meaning and
context-sensitivity. And, to paraphrase Gertrude Stein, “There needs to be a “there” there.”
Therefore, as a post-script with direct application to MOOSE Linked Locality place-making, presented here is an
edited summary of excerpts from a recent set of essays by the commentator Nathan Norris.
Through a series of periodic web-posts over the last two years, Nathan Norris explored how cities hinder their own
place-making efforts, wasting time and money by investing in tools, policies and programs that deliver less-thansatisfactory results. In the process, he looked to his blog readers to help flesh out the content through examples,
personal experiences and links to additional resources. The result was a reasonably high-quality, one-stop,
crowdsourced primer for North American cities, towns and villages seeking quality-of-life advantage in an evercompetitive world. The series is structured via addressing the most common “mistakes”. This is a good primer for
development policies and practices for the MOOSE Rail Linked Localities.

Mistake #1: Judging urban development projects on their quantity of budget/unit count as opposed to the
quality of their functional design details or return on value-based investment.
For better or worse, real estate development in North America is a political act. As such, politics decide whether a
development project is built and, if so, under what conditions. Unfortunately, the political discourse over urban
projects is typically dumbed down to the most superficial of issues. On the one hand is the developer who will
highlight the project’s positive economic impacts by trumpeting its budget or unit count. On the other are the
opponents who claim that the faults of the project can be cured by reducing density or more expensive exterior
materials or by planting a richer landscape. This gets us nowhere. Rather than focusing on the quantity of the
budget or the cost of the exterior materials, the political discourse should focus on whether the development
advances the vision of the local municipality, as set out in its most current and recent Official Plan.
If a municipality is interested in improving its livability and the experience of getting and being there, its rules and
regulations will govern the functional design details that are found in a form-based code - issues such as… build-to
lines… height, etc. Instead, we get dumbed-down discussions around things like exposed parking decks. For
example:
[4] Do you really despise your streets and public spaces this
much?
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This parking deck above is part of a convention center and hotel project that was needed for its city.
Unfortunately, the complex was designed so that the long side of the “naked” parking deck overlooks the most
heavily traveled intersection in the downtown area.
It could have been designed mid-block, or with liner-buildings (where more pedestrian-friendly uses are
“wrapped” around the perimeter to “hide” the cars and make the building faces more context-sensitive), or even
just with a façade that respected its location, like this parking deck in Staunton, Virginia:
[5] Staunton, Virginia: Designing with public space in mind.
Photo courtesy of Brett VA on Flickr

But it wasn’t, because the discussions that drove it failed to fully address the project’s specific details and returns.
One can see that parking issues will be a common topic of debate at all MOOSE Rail Stations. In the more rural
localities, they will most surely be surface-parking only. In the more urban localities, there is a good chance that
structured parking will be required/desired.
So what can others do to avoid a similar fate as in Fig.4? One effective tool for highlighting the qualitative
differences between two design approaches is to shift the discussion of a project from its cost to its value.

Mistake #2: Failure to understand the proper context & sequencing of the three steps of place-making. Consider
‘big picture’ thinking: how the steps of efforts are not the end, but the means.
It’s not uncommon that communities have growth and development ambitions that could be characterized as
place-making. These are a crucial part of municipal stewardship but it’s important to realize that place-making, in
and of itself, is not an end goal. It’s a contributing factor towards larger ambitions. It’s a piece of the big picture.
The typical problem involves a community that is focused on generating a specific place-making tool such as a
form-based code. The advocates in the community (who are often well-versed in place-making issues) try to
convince key decision-makers of the code’s importance without providing the context for where it fits into larger
municipal goals, such as economic development, commuter transit, environmental stewardship, etc.
Indeed, the advocates usually want to jump to a discussion of the code’s detailed elements. They talk of the
hammer and not the house. The result is that decision-makers come to view such efforts, in this case a form-based
code, in the same light. A destination, where the end result is just a new way of regulating things, as opposed to a
key component in leveraging place as, for example, an economic development tool. Or a tool towards better
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health, or stronger community ties, or environmental performance. Or, in the case of MOOSE Rail, regional
commuter transit that also provides other benefits to the community.
The better approach is to provide an understanding of why ‘place’ matters. How it can help a city get where it’s
trying to go. With that shared understanding, you’re then free to approach the prospect of place-making not as a
process of arbitrary initiatives but through its proper sequencing. Three simple, yet critical, steps:
1.

Craft a meaningful vision;

2.

Code or develop regulations (the rules and tools) to achieve that vision; and

3.

Implement purposefully.

Before launching efforts to create a better place, understand where such efforts plug in. Identify how place-making
can help you - and city leaders - reach larger municipal goals, then help key decision-makers see what you can see.
With their support, you’ll be free to embark on a comprehensive, place-focussed, stakeholder-directed and
meaningful effort. And proceed in the right order.

Mistake #3: Refusing to do the heavy lifting that is required in order to create a meaningful vision.
The first of the three steps of place-making, crafting a meaningful vision, is the most straightforward, yet it is also
the most underleveraged, because communities do not understand its political implications. As a result they do
not adequately invest in getting it right. The political implications of the visioning process matter because real
estate development, for better or worse, is regulated by the political process. If you want the politics to work out
in your favor, your first step needs to make use of two key techniques:
1. Multiple Scenarios:
First, as it relates to the actual physical vision for the community (regardless of the scale - whether it is for the
region, neighborhood or block), you need to produce multiple scenarios or options that are different and
distinct. At the scale of the neighborhood (such as 0.8 km radius out from the MOOSE Rail Station, or about 2
square kilometers), it is typical for a community to show a scenario that reflects the status quo of a drive-only
environment in juxtaposition to a scenario that is walk-able, bike-able, transit-able and drive-able.
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[6] Envision Utah provided four distinct visions for
how the Wasatch Front could grow over time.
They not only described the characteristics, but
also illustrated and publicized the differences to
the citizens in the region.

2. Comparative Impact Analysis:
Second, you need to provide an analysis of the impact of each scenario through the prism of issues that are
important to your community. The five most common types of comparative impact analyses are:
A. Economic: How much will the infrastructure cost to build and maintain under each scenario? What is the
expected return on infrastructure investment under each scenario?
[7] This economic impact
analysis from Leander, Texas
compared the value of
development under their
existing zoning code versus the
proposed form-based code.
The difference was 1.2 billion
dollars over 20 years so the
community moved forward
with the update to its laws.
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B. Environmental: How does each scenario perform from an environmental perspective? This can include
expected impacts on air quality, water quality, resource consumption, agricultural land preservation, etc.

[8] Envision Utah provided multiple scenarios along with the comparative impact analysis in the form of this scantron survey
that permitted citizens to select the scenario they preferred.
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C.

Health: How does each scenario impact the health of citizens? For example, to what degree will the
scenario encourage or permit passive recreation such as walking or biking to your destinations? How will
traffic safety be impacted? Consider securing the assistance of your local public health officials who might
be familiar with Health Impact Assessment (HIA) techniques. For example, Decatur, Georgia was among
the first to conduct a Health Impact Assessment for their Transportation Plan.

D. Visual: Tony Nelessen created the Visual Preference Survey which allows citizens to take a brief survey
that rates images of different scenarios on a scale of negative 10 to positive 10. This tool can help quantify
the visual impact each scenario will have on the community.

[9] These 2 images reflect the results of the Visual Preference Survey conducted in Montgomery, AL. The results helped build
support for Montgomery to change its laws to make it easier to build the higher rated image.

E.

Freedom/Access: How does each scenario impact the freedom of citizens for how they can get around
the community? How many transportation options does each scenario produce, and how convenient or
efficient are they?
[10] Does it really matter how many meetings you have or
how many citizens attend those meetings if you do not
provide them the opportunity to make a meaningful choice
between different scenarios?

Without offering multiple scenarios and the impact or ramifications of each scenario, the stakeholders /
community will have a hard time choosing anything, let alone make an informed decision. And even if you
provide multiple choices, how meaningful can the choice be if it is uninformed due to the lack of
comparative impact analysis? While providing multiple scenarios and comparative impact analysis can
improve the quality of your decisions, the overlooked benefit is the political power of those decisions,
which manifests in two key ways:
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i.

Non-NIMBY Empowerment: First, going through the hard work of producing a meaningful vision gives
participating citizens a level of ownership that empowers them to fight for its protection when a
development proposal seeks to undermine it - even when that citizen is not a neighbor. Empowering nonNIMBY opposition to development projects that violate the community’s vision is a powerful
counterbalance to the normal balance of power in development issues (which favors the self-interested
developer over the self-interested NIMBY).

ii.

Protection for Politicians: Second, going through the hard work of producing a meaningful vision gives
politicians the political cover to safeguard it. For example, if a politician’s major campaign contributor
happens to be a developer who is seeking to develop property in a manner that violates the community
vision, do not count on that politician to employ the courage to push back. On the other hand, the
politician is substantially more likely to exercise some backbone if he or she can explain to the developer
the level of support that the vision has, and that there are reports that say that the vision will be better
economically, environmentally and visually while improving the health of the citizens.

It may not be easy producing a meaningful vision, but it will prove the faster way to get you where you want to go,
and be more resilient over the long haul, than neglecting this important step.

Emulation is more than just the highest form of flattery. It’s also a key factor in effective place-making.
In the course of a meaningful visioning process, the naming of a specific place as a model for emulation has
benefits so great that failing to do so constitutes a critical mistake. Not because you should be identical to
somewhere else but, rather, because you’re more effective developing a vision in terms of something real, proven
and reliable, employing whatever tweaks, major changes or qualifications necessary to make it appropriate for
your own community.
[11] Many cities have looked at Greenville, South

Carolina, as a model for how to revitalize their
main street.

The more precise you can be in this endeavor, the better. That is why it is common for planners to use Synoptic
Surveys that measure the important details of your model.
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[12] A Synoptic Survey measures important details such as public frontage, private frontage and thoroughfare measurements
so that they can be replicated in your community.

1.

Building Stronger Consensus: If the development of your meaningful vision only consists of words (e.g.,
“we want to create a vibrant downtown that is pedestrian-friendly”), the consensus might be shaky since
those words mean different things to different people. For example, what do those words demand from a
perspective of thoroughfare width, parking, or private frontage requirements?
If you describe your meaningful vision in terms of an existing place there is less chance that people will be
talking past one another. Having the discipline to name a specific place or series of places also makes
ongoing consensus-building substantially easier by providing something that can be visited (physically or
virtually) and experienced by key decision-makers who may not have been involved at the time of the
vision’s creation.
[13] One of the great advantages of having a model to
emulate is the ability of community leaders to visit. This photo
was taken in Arlington, Virginia, during the 2003 field trip of
approximately 20 mayors from the Austin, Texas, region. They
were seeking to learn from Arlington’s success with transit
oriented developments.
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2.

Reducing Failed Experimentation: If your proposed vision includes ideas and characteristics that do not
exist anywhere on the planet (i.e., you do not have a model), that raises the huge red flag of
“experimentation.” From a place-making perspective, experimentation has not been kind to our cities, for
example the well-documented failures of pedestrian malls, suburban building types in urban settings, one
way streets, bans on mixed use, sunken plazas, etc.
Advocating for the creation of a place that has no precedent is an extreme act of arrogance with
predictable outcomes of failure. If you want your meaningful vision to be achievable, base it on more than
pretty words. Demand the identification of precedents or models.
[14] A popular experiment of the 1970s was to remove cars
from a city’s main street in order to create a “pedestrian
mall.” Only a few survived this planning experiment. The
Sparks Street Mall in Ottawa continues to struggle; this one in
Baltimore did not survive. (Credit: Baltimore Sun archives)

3.

Mitigating the Scope of Single-Issue Specialization: Every meaningful vision will be attacked by singleissue specialists. You know the issues - retailers say that there is never enough parking; neighbors claim
that the densities are too high, commuters argue that congestion must be eliminated, fire chiefs say that
the roads are too narrow, etc. The key isn’t to eliminate the concerns, but to address them with reference
to an existing place that turns the argument away from a single-issue discussion to a holistic analysis; i.e.,
where the issue is placed into its proper context as opposed to an isolated context.
For example, if a specialist-minded person argues that parking should be more convenient for retailers, is
your argument that it should be less convenient? The better argument is to analyze the issue as part of
the overall place-making puzzle. Having another place that serves as your model will highlight the
necessity of balancing the various issues as opposed to “solving” one issue, only to find that it created 3
other more substantial problems.
[15] A model helps combat the special interest silos of
place-making by forcing the conversation towards a holistic
analysis as opposed to a non-contextual single-issue
examination.
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4.

Increasing Efficiency of the Decision-Making Process: Place-making by its very nature is a complicated
task filled with conflict among different people with different priorities. When conflict arises, a great tool
for resolving it is to learn from others who have already dealt with the problem. Identifying a model will
save time and resources when it comes time to implement, and also permit the discussion to be more
substantive and less esoteric and emotional.

Conclusion: Following these “lessons learned” will substantially assist the development planning for MOOSE Rail
Linked Localities.
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{Insert content here}
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